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Project title (Swedish)*
Feldiagnosprestanda hos modeller och algoritmer

Project title (English)*
Diagnostic fault isolation performance of models and algorithms

Abstract (English)*
Introduction of fault tolerance in engineering systems have potential for significant increase in availability, reliability, and
safety. Also in emerging areas such as autonomous systems, a fault diagnosis component can be crucial for safe operation 
of an autonomous ground vehicle or unmanned aerial vehicle since there is no human operator that can handle a failure 
situation, the system must adapt itself.

A key component in a fault tolerant system is a fault diagnosis system that detects and, more importantly for this project, 
locates the
faulty component, i.e., isolates the fault. A model based diagnosis system detects and isolates faults by careful 
comparison of
measurements and predictions based on a mathematical model. Performance of a diagnosis system in terms of detection 
and isolation capabilities is then directly connected to the quality of the model. The core of this project is how to model 
uncertainty, predict
possible diagnosis performance based on the model, and then to determine performance of diagnosis algorithms. 
Performance of fault detectors is a well understood subject, in part due to the close relationship with detection in 
communication, but this is not true for fault isolation performance which is the main topic of this project.

Two novel research directions are proposed in this project. The first concerns analysis of diagnosis models with the 
objective to predict possible fault isolation performance of a given model. If sharp upper limits on performance can be 
derived before any actual detector and/or fault isolation design has been made, this provides a theoretical tool for 
understanding design limits and what uncertainties in the model that are significant. As an example from a pre-study in the 
important automotive engine application of misfire detection, performance analysis of a torque model with corresponding 
data revealed that 1 out of 6 cylinders exhibited significantly different behavior than the rest and therefore this one 
cylinder required specifically adapted solutions. To obtain such information, before any work on detector design has been 
done, is clearly of great value.

A second research direction is theory and methods to assess fault isolation performance for algorithms in the same 
framework as for models. Such results would lead to new ways to design fault detectors, set alarm thresholds, and find 
best locations for sensors, all of
which are essential steps in a diagnosis system design. Fault isolation performance measures are not currently fully 
understood and there is a need for methods applicable to industrially relevant classes of models. A common practice is to 
set the alarm threshold for each
detector such that a given false alarm probability is achieved. This can be proven to be sub-optimal in a system wide 
analysis, and the research will provide a systematic way of optimizing design and tuning of diagnosis algorithms to 
increase performance compared to established practices.

A successful project will result in methodology for model analysis, placement of sensors, and automatic tuning of key 
algorithm parameters in a way that could guarantee fault isolation performance and make automatic tuning and optimization
possible in an industrial setting.

Descriptive data

Project info
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Popular scientific description (Swedish)*
Diagnos av tekniska system handlar om metoder för att under normal drift detektera om en eller flera komponenter har 
fallerat och i
sådana fall även peka ut vilken eller vilka av komponenterna som har felat. I säkerhetskritiska system är det lätt att förstå 
nyttan; i en
kemisk process, flygplan, eller bromssystem i en bil är det förenat med risk för människor och miljö om fel ej diagnostiserats 
i tid. För
att rätt åtgärd skall kunna vidtas är det också viktigt att veta exakt vilken komponent som är trasig, fel åtgärd på grund av 
felaktig
diagnostisk information kan få allvarliga följder. Detta är speciellt tydligt i autonoma fordon där det inte finns en operatör 
som kan rädda situationen utan fordonet måste själv avgöra vilken åtgärd som är rätt att göra. Emissionsrelaterade lagkrav 
kräver att alla
personbilar som säljs på de stora marknaderna måste detektera alla fel som ger ökade emissioner.  Detta sammantaget 
motiverar varför det är viktigt att detektera och lokalisera eventuella fel som kan uppstå. Fokus i det här projektet ligger på 
felutpekningen, även
kallad felisolering. Att veta att någon eller några komponenter är trasiga utan att veta vilka är inte önskvärt. Ett felaktigt 
byte av
komponent kan vara mycket dyrt, exempelvis svårtillgängliga komponenter kan ha långa leveranstider eller kräva lång tid i 
verkstad
att byta ut vilket ger lägre tillgänglighet.

Tidigare applikationsorienterade projekt har genererat intressanta grundforskningsfrågor och det här projektet studerar 
modellbaserad diagnos, en klass av metoder som bygger på att man jämför mätningar från processen med prediktioner från 
en matematisk modell. Skillnader mellan observerat beteende och det från modellen förväntade beteendet ska sedan 
användas för att härleda fram vilken eller vilka komponenter som är trasiga. En grundläggande fråga är vilken prestanda 
som kan förväntas och den fundamentala begränsningen i prestanda ges av den modellosäkerhet vi har. En perfekt modell 
skulle ge perfekt prestanda, men modeller är aldrig perfekta och detta får direkta konsekvenser på hur säkra diagnoser vi 
kan ställa.

Detektion av fel och prestanda hos detektorer i allmänhet är välstuderade problem. Kärnan i det här projektet är felisolering,
som är mindre välstuderat, och hur förväntad och faktisk kvantifierar felisoleringsprestanda hos diagnossystem kan 
beräknas. Projektet vilar
på två ben där det första siktar mot att utveckla teori och metoder för att enbart utifrån modellen, vilket är en vetenskaplig 
nyhet, förutspå möjlig felisoleringsprestanda. Detta skulle ge möjligheter att, utan att faktiskt konstruera ett 
diagnossystem, uppskatta vad som är möjligt. Det andra benet är att, inom samma ramverk som modellanalysen, analysera 
prestanda hos diagnosalgoritmer vilket ger möjlighet att analysera designval på ett systematiskt sätt. Intressant är att 
direkt användning av klassiska metoder för generering av felkänsliga signaler, såsom optimal estimering via Kalman Filter, 
inte är den optimala lösningen för felisoleringsproblemet. Däremot ger sådana etablerade verktyg, använda på ett 
eftertänksamt sätt, optimal prestanda och att reda ut exakt hur detta bör göras är ett huvudspår i det föreslagna projektet. 
Det är också en spännande observation att det inte är optimalt att sätta larmnivåerna för alla test för en given 
falsklarmssannolikhet vilket är den vanligaste ansatsen. Projektet visar att med olika falsklarmssannolikhet för ingående 
tester signifikant kan öka prestanda hos diagnossystemet. Men detta bara om balanseringen görs på rätt sätt. Metodik och 
teoretisk grund för detta har potential att effektivisera exempelvis kalibreringsarbete, något som är resurskrävande, i 
industriella applikationer.

Uppsättningen sensorer som finns tillgängliga har en direkt påverkan på möjlig prestanda och problemet att hitta de bästa 
sensorpositionerna visar sig täcka många av kärnfrågorna inom felisolering. Även här visar förstudier att 
optimeringsproblemet som ställs upp har mycket specifika egenskaper som måste utnyttjas på rätt sätt för att globala 
optimum skall hittas.

Forskningstemat i projektet; kvantitativa analyser av modeller och algoritmer för att bedöma möjlig och faktisk prestanda 
hos
felisoleringen är vetenskapligt nytt och ger potential för industriella framsteg i en rad olika typer av industriella 
applikationer som alla idag använder sig av modellbaserad diagnos.
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1 Diagnostic fault isolation performance of models and algorithms

1.1 Purpose and aims

Assessment of performance of diagnosis algorithms is essential in industrial applications like automotive,
aerospace and process industry. For example, to pass legislative certification in the automotive industry it is
required that the on-board diagnosis (OBD) system meets specified quantified performance criteria [1] to be
allowed to sell the product. Fault isolation performance, a key component in a diagnosis algorithm, is the main
topic of this research project. It is well studied how to ensure certain detection performance, but the same
understanding for fault isolation performance is not available and it is an open question how to both quantify
performance and how to ensure that faulty components are found with a specified significance.

The overall purpose of this project is twofold, first to develop theory and methodology to determine
fault diagnosis performance based on a model only. This means that, without any fault detection of isolation
algorithmic algorithm design/implementation, to be able to evaluate what performance that is possible to
achieve. Second goal is to study performance of diagnosis algorithms, in the same framework as models, and
analyze the effects on, e.g., threshold selection, observer feedback gain, fault detector design, and selection
of sensor locations. Initial experiments in all these areas indicate that interesting results can be obtained
already for the most basic problem formulations and this project aims to continue that progress. For example,
it is shown why a direct application of the Kalman Filter is not optimal, it is also shown why the optimal
sensor placement problem is difficult and what part need to be better understood to be able to obtain efficient
algorithms that guarantee finding optimal solutions. Another important topic is threshold selection, i.e., decide
when to raise an alarm. A standard way of selecting thresholds is to determine a false alarm probability for
each alarm signal and then set the alarm threshold accordingly. However, this is suboptimal for the overall fault
isolation performance and there is performance to be gained by introduce a more clever balance among the
detectors. In a situation with hundreds of detectors, not an uncommon situation, there is need of methodology
and algorithms to support threshold setting.

The outline of the application is, first an overview of the research program followed by a detailed project
description that also includes preliminary results and some initial experiments. The application then continues
with a field survey, and description of industrial and academic significance.

Overview of research objectives 3.3. Quantitative analysis of misfire detection performance 31
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Figure 3.6: Computed Kullback-Leibler divergence of estimated torque data for
di�erent speeds Ê, loads ma, and cylinders.

and after making modifications to the misfire detection algorithm, is used to
motivate which design choices that will improve detection performance.

Figure 1: Misfire detection performance for the 6 cylin-
ders in different operating points. The higher the value
the easier is the misfire detection problem.

Diagnosis and supervision typically means to detect
if there are any faults acting upon a system and also to
locate the faulty component, here referred to as fault
isolation. This project considers model based diagno-
sis algorithms, an important class of algorithms that
is based on a mathematical/formal model of the pro-
cess where detection and isolation of faults are done
by checking consistency between the model and the
measurements obtained from sensor readings. This is
an approach typically used in cases where the number
of sensors are relatively low and the model is the key
enabler to do efficient fault diagnosis.

Fault detection performance is well studied, in
part due to the close relationship with detection in
communication applications and there are standard
books treating basic material, e.g., [15] and [4]. One
defining difference between the detection problem
in communication and fault isolation in diagnosis
is that fault sizes are unknown, with unknown char-
acteristics, and typically varying in time, while in
communication, signal patterns are typically prede-
fined. This is a main reason that fault isolation performance is a less studied topic and more research is
needed.
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The purpose of this project is to develop theory and methodology to determine diagnostic performance with
respect to fault detection, and more importantly fault isolation, of both models and algorithms. To illustrate the
project purpose with a motivating example, consider Figure 1 where detection performance for a combustion
engine misfire problem is evaluated for 6 cylinders in different operating regions. The performance analysis was
based on data and a torque model and directly identifies, without any detector design, problematic operating
regions and that cylinder 6 exhibits significantly different behavior than the rest of the cylinders. Further,
consider the important topic of sensor placement, i.e., where to put sensors to make diagnosis possible. In the
well-cited paper [16], a method was developed that found sets of sensors that fulfilled binary requirements, i.e.,
specifications of which faults faults that should be able to isolate from each other. These solutions state nothing
about performance for the computed sensor sets and a natural extension is to include quantified performance in
the sensor placement problem. To approach this extension and to analyze how much performance is gained
by adding additional sensors, a first work [11] studied an application where a quantitative measures were
introduced. A user then had a tool to continuously verify the performance obtained by the sensor set solutions.

Success in research will result in methods to assess possible performance on a model level, which means
that initial indications of final performance can be obtained before any actual diagnosis system design. Further,
the project will advance algorithmic development in important topics such as threshold selection, residual
generator design, and sensor location for diagnosis.

1.2 Project description

The overall theme of the project is to explore diagnosis performance, in particular fault isolation performance,
of models and diagnostic algorithms. The distinction between model and algorithm performance is at the heart
of the project. A main research objective is to quantify performance for both in the same framework such that
absolute level of performance, and not only a measure used for optimization, can be computed.

Diagnostic performance of models

It is an attractive notion that diagnostic performance can be evaluated based on a model of the process only, and
before any detection or fault isolation algorithms have been designed or implemented. In this way important
investigations can be performed before significant design efforts, possibly with significant costs in time and
money. It is clear that possible diagnostic performance is closely linked to the uncertainty of the model, with
perfect models ideal performance would be possible. Thus some notions of uncertainty need to be introduced
in the model.

One way to approach this problem is to model uncertainties using random variables and stochastic processes.
This means that all observations from the process also can be described as stochastic processes. Let’s consider a
very simple time-invariant case where all stochastic process are stationary. Let there be n different fault modes
F1, . . . , Fn and define sets of possible probability density functions for observations in each fault mode as

Zi = {p(observations from fault mode Fi)}, i = 1, . . . , n

In this simple problem setup, each element in the sets Zi corresponds to the probability distribution of the
observations given a specific fault size θ in fault mode Fi. Denote the probability density function for fault
mode Fi of with fault size θ with piθ, then for all fault sizes

piθ ∈ Zi

With this definition, it is straightforward to define fault isolability. A fault mode Fi is isolable from fault mode
Fj if there exists a fault size such that the observations can not come from fault mode Fj . Using the formal
objects introduced above, this translates into

Fi isolable from Fj ⇔ Zi 6⊆ Zj

However, this only provides a yes or no answer, very much like for example observability analysis gives a yes
or no answer if a mode is observable or note. It does not indicate expected performance of the state estimator.
Thus, a main objective is to define a quantitative measure that states not only if it is possible to isolate two
faults, but also how difficult. To illustrate one property of fault isolation performance, consider Figure 2 where
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Figure 2: Illustration of the asymmetric property of the fault isolation performance.

the probability density function for an observation z is plotted for two fault modes, fault f1 and fault f2. It is
easier to isolate f2 from f1 since there is a relatively high probability of observations which are likely given f2
but not f1. However, observations that are likely given f1 are also likely given f2 meaning that even if f1 is
the present fault the residual output could still be explained by the fault f2. This type of asymmetry must be
captured in a isolability performance measure.

One candidate, from [10], is to explore the Kullback-Leibler divergence

K(pi|pj) = Epi

[
log

pi

pj

]
=

∫ ∞

−∞
log

pi(v)

pj(v)
pi(v) dv

With this measure, the difficulty of isolating a particular fault size θ for fault mode Fi from fault mode Fj can
then be defined as the minimum distance for the observation distribution piθ from any distribution in the set Zj .
Formally, this translates into

Di,j(θ) = min
pj∈Zj

K(piθ, p
j) (1)

Thus, Di,j(θ) measures the ability to isolate a fault Fi of size θ from fault mode Fj . The higher value, the easier
is the fault isolation problem. Note that this, by construction is an asymmetric measure. This is in part due to
the asymmetry of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, but more importantly due to the minimization formulation.
This asymmetry is a natural property of the fault isolation problem as discussed above.

Methods for computing this measure for general systems is an open problem, but it turns out that analysis
for even as simple systems as static and Gaussian systems give interesting results. For such systems, it is
possible to compute (1) explicitly. One key observation here is that measure (1) has a direct connection
to the performance of optimal residual generators in the sense that

√
Di,j(θ) is the fault to noise ratio of

an optimal linear fault detector that isolates fault mode Fi from fault mode Fj . This connection between
diagnostic performance of the model to performance of diagnosis algorithms is of central importance. To
illustrate, consider an automotive engine as schematically showed in Figure 3-a where also a set of relevant
faults locations are indicated by arrows. The faults represent, for example, faults in sensors, actuators and
leakages. An interesting property of this system is that due to the turbine-compressor linkage and the exhaust
gas re-circulation system, feedback is present at all levels in the system. This makes all components in the
system interconnected and a fault somewhere will affect all parts of the system. This makes fault isolation
non-trivial and scientifically interesting in addition to the immediate industrial relevance. Possible questions to
answer could now be: 1) how difficult is it to detect a leakage after the compressor (f8), 2) how difficult is it to
isolate the fault (f8) from closely related faults such as sensor faults in the air intake sensor (f13) or leakage in
the throttle (f4), 3) how difficult is it to isolate from a fault in the fuel injection (f1). Even though the engine
is a dynamic and non-linear system, static analysis in stationary operating points reveals interesting results
summarized in Figure 3-b. Since the system is non-linear, the answer is given as a function of the operating
point that in this case corresponds to the pressure after the compressor. The figure shows that isolating fault
f1 from the leakage is about as easy as detecting just detecting the leakage and the figure also shows how
detection performance depends on the pressure. It shows the natural relation that detection becomes easier with
higher pressures. The figure also shows, in quantitative numbers, how how difficult it is to isolate faults f4
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Figure 3: Overview of diesel engine model and a plot of fault detection and isolation performance.

and f13 from the leakage. Such answers to non-trivial questions are of great importance, especially since they
can be obtained using only the model. Thus, analysis of static linear systems is a good first step but it is well
known that analysis of dynamic behavior can reveal a lot of fault isolation information and this is an important
expected scientific outcome of the project.

A natural next step is to extend the analysis to also dynamic systems, still keeping the linearity assumption.
This becomes especially interesting in combination with analysis of operational cycles. For example, in
the automotive industry specific driving cycles are used in certification and development. Then, research
questions are, e.g., to compare available fault isolation information in different cycles and to determine in
which parts of the cycle that contains fault isolation information. This industrially highly relevant question
firs well into the scientific program of the project. For dynamic systems, there is also the fundamental
question on how large time-window should be considered. In [11] it was found that, in a special case,
asymptotic behavior of the performance could be described by the static behavior of a dynamic model.
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Figure 4: Asymptotic behavior of detectability.

Figure 4 shows the asymptotic behavior for the de-
tection performance, and it is clear that for above ≈
10-12 sample time-window, the linear approximation
which can be computed easily, accurately describes
the behavior for N > 12. Further investigations into
this topic will provide tools and results to help de-
sign fault isolating residual generators for dynamic
systems.

Non-linear and dynamic phenomena is an impor-
tant extension and a first extension is control-affine
systems in the form

ẋ = g0(x) + gu(x)u+ gf (x)f

y = h0(x) + hf (x)f

Then tools, like the ones used in [9, 12] can be directly
applicable. But when approaching more general model formulations one can not expect explicit expressions
and computational tools. For the important case where faults can be represented by changes in parameters,
sensitivity analysis is an interesting approach. Consider the system

ẋ = g(x, f), y = h(x)

Let gx and gf represent the partial derivative of g with respect to x and f , and let P (t) = d
df x(t). Then the
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standard, linear and time-varying, sensitivity equation,

Ṗ = gx P + gf

gives an explicit equation for computing P (t) which gives key information in determining fault detectability
performance. Even though P (t) alone is not enough, it is still a promising tool to evaluate fault isolation
performance for a general class of systems. If this research is successful, this implies that diagnosability
analysis could be performed automatically for a large class of models.

Diagnostic performance of algorithms

Above, diagnostic performance was based on only the model equations. To have the same type of measure
for a specific diagnostic algorithm would allow us to compare how far from the theoretical limit the particular
design is. Simply speaking, as long as

Dalgorithm � Dmodel

there are still algorithmic improvements to be made. For this to be possible, it is required that algorithms can
be evaluated in the same framework as models and that the performance quantity has a fundamental connection
to detection performance in the sense of probability of false alarms, probability of detection, or probability of
correctly isolating a fault. In [10] it was shown how algorithmic performance could be evaluated in the same
framework as models for static Gaussian models.

A main expected contribution of the project is the development and analysis of overall performance criteria,
something that is not covered in existing literature. Let DM be the true set of diagnoses, the ones we aspire to
find, in a given situation and Dalg the diagnoses computed by an algorithm. Then, one possible definition of
overall performance could be formalized using

P (correct diagnosis) = P (Dalg = DM) =
∑

FM∈F
P (Dalg = DM|FM)P (FM) (2)

where F is the set of failure modes. However, this is not necessarily a good formulation and an alternative
of a correct diagnosis is that the present fault mode fp is one of the explanations computed by the diagnostic
algorithms. In particular this becomes interesting when the diagnostic algorithm computes Dmin, the set of
minimal diagnoses, which is the set of (subset) simplest explanations for the observed behavior [19]. Formally,
this translates into

P (correct diagnosis) = P (fp ∈ Dmin) =
∑

FM

P (fp ∈ Dmin|FM)P (FM) (3)

These are two examples of overall performance specifications for a complete diagnosis system. Both are
reasonable but they have distinctly different characteristics and thus significantly affects algorithm tuning.

Given a quantity to evaluate diagnostic performance on a system level such as (2) or (3) allows for systematic
studies of parameter tuning of specific algorithms, algorithm selection, and overall system performance. By
overall system performance is meant the possibility to evaluate the decision-making process, based on the
output of the diagnosis algorithm. For example, in a fault tolerant controller, different control strategies are
used depending on the current fault situation and with the performance measure, the effectiveness of the fault
tolerant control system on a system level can be evaluated, for example as in [2].

With quantified performance measures, there are important design choices when designing diagnosis
systems that can be studied systematically. Examples of three fundamental research directions that will be
pursued in the project are: 1) threshold selection, 2) residual generator design, and 3) sensor placement which
will be discussed further below.

Threshold selection

Setting alarm thresholds is a key design choice when designing a diagnosis system. All designs that are
based on a set of alarms from fault detectors need to set a limit when to raise the alarm and this covers almost all
proposed detection algorithms. The basic trade-off when setting thresholds is to balance the probability of false
alarms against the probability of missed detection, commonly illustrated using ROC-curves as in Figure 5-a.
The algorithm designer can position the detector anywhere on the curve using the choice of alarm threshold.
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Figure 5: Typical ROC-curve and overall diagnosis performance as a function of two thresholds in a small
example.

This balance has traditionally been seen as a user choice and the most common approach is to set a
suitable false alarm probability, set the threshold accordingly and validate the detection performance. Such an
approach is then done on individual test case basis, meaning that the interaction and dependencies between the
residuals/detectors are not taken into account. This indicates that the simple false alarm approach might lead to
an overall sub-optimal design.

A more systematic approach would be to base the design on an overall objective function, for example (2)
or (3) and optimize the set of thresholds as

J∗ = arg min
J
P (corr. diagnosis; J)

It straightforward to connect and extend the performance directly to decision making and risk analysis of
functions rather than diagnostic performance [2]. This could be applied to direct thresholding, but also more
involved evaluation techniques such as [20].

To illustrate, consider a small academic example with two residuals that are designed to detect and isolate
two faults. The residuals are sensitive to the faults, and are each subjected to Gaussian noise with different
standard deviations. Figure 5-b shows the overall performance, according to (3), as a function of thresholds J1
and J2. The blue cross indicates the global optimum, the blue line the performance obtained by setting the
false alarm equal in the two residuals, and finally the red cross corresponds to the optimal performance with the
same false alarm probability. In this example it is clear that significant performance gain can be obtained by
a proper balance of false alarm probability in the two tests. In this small example, detection performance in
residual 1 is prioritized, due to a smaller threshold J1, compared to residual 2 and this resulted in an overall
performance increase.

For simplicity of this example, the noise processes in each residual are assumed independent. However,
in connected systems like the automotive engine discussed earlier, the same sensors and the same model are
used in the different residuals. This means that it is inherent in the problem with correlated disturbances in the
residuals, i.e., if one residual raises an alarm due to disturbances, the probability of the other residuals raising
a false-alarm then also increases. Taking this into account is suspected to further introduce skewness in the
optimal choice of false alarm rate for the different residuals.

Thus, this will be a main research direction; analyze and find methods for choosing thresholds, especially
for cases when there are many, possibly hundreds, of stochastic and dependent residuals.

Residual generator design

Performance also has interesting implications on residual generator design. To illustrate this, consider the
simple case of triple sensor redundancy where three sensors measures the same quantity x and the objective is
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to detect a fault in the third sensor:

y1 = x+ ε1, ε1 ∼ N (0, 2)

y2 = x+ ε2, ε2 ∼ N (0, 1)

y3 = x+ ε3 + f, ε3 ∼ N (0, 0.5)

Let x̂mv(y1, y2, y3) denote the minimum variance estimate of x using all three sensors, then one straightforward
way of detecting the fault would be to compute the residual

r1 = y3 − x̂mv(y1, y2, y3)

This is an often used approach; to detect a sensor fault, design a Kalman Filter and compare the estimated
output with the measured. However, in this simple triple redundancy case it is straightforward to show that this
is not an optimal design, but rather the detector

r2 = y3 − x̂mv(y1, y2)

The take home message from this small example is that the standard approach

xt+1 = g(xt, ut, ft) + vt

yt = h(xt, ut, ft) + εt

r = yt − ŷt
where ŷt is estimated using, for example a Kalman Filter, and then compare to the measured output is not
an optimal design. There is a simple extension of the triple redundancy case to sensor faults with more than
one sensor. Then the best choice is to estimate the monitored output, using all sensors except the one we are
monitoring, and then compare with the monitored output.

Processes are not only affected by sensor faults and the corresponding extension for faults that affect the
dynamic equations is non-trivial. Without loss of generality, one can assume that the process fault affect one
dynamic equation directly. Consider the non-linear descriptor system

x1t+1 = g1(x
1
t , x

2
t , ut, ft) + v1t

x2t+1 = g2(xt, x
2
t , ut) + v2t

yt = h(xt, x
2
t , ut, ft) + εt

with two state variables where x1t is the state directly influenced by the fault ft and x2t all other states. Then, a
similar approach for the model would be to estimate yt as good as possible in

x2t+1 = g2(xt, x
2
t , ut) + v2t

yt = h(xt, x
2
t , ut, ft) + εt

to compute the residual. Thus, estimation in descriptor models, for example as in [3], is an important topic for
residual generator design.

Sensor placement

A third research direction to pursue within the algorithmic track is the sensor placement problem and the
role of quantitative performance measures. Locations of the sensors naturally have a significant influence on
possible diagnosis performance. The basic problem setup is that a set of sensors S ⊂ O should be selected
such that cost is minimized and the obtained performance DSi,j fulfill the requirements Dreqi,j , i.e., similar to

min
S⊆O

∑

yl∈S
cost(yl)

s.t. DSi,j ≥ Dreq
i,j ,∀i, j.

(4)
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Figure 6: Properties of a sensor placement optimization problem.

If the requirements are binary, i.e., only if faults should be isolable or not, then there are published works
[18, 7, 16, 14, 13] that could be used to find a solution. Minimum cost solutions with binary constraints
typically lead to minimum cardinality solutions if sensor costs are equal or similar.

The solid line in Figure 6-a shows the optimal cost for achieving a specified fraction of maximum
performance for a small flow system with 17 possible sensor locations, details of the system is not of importance
here but can be found in [11]. Maximum performance corresponds to α = 1 which is obtained if all 17 sensors
are used. From this plot it is clear that with binary requirements, which corresponds to α = ε > 0, the
maximum performance is achieved already with 5 sensors. However, according to the plot this only achieves
up to 40% of maximum performance, all depending on which 5 sensors that are used. In a case where the
performance of the minimal sensor setup is not sufficient, non-binary requirements in (4) are needed such that
an absolute level of diagnosis performance can be stated.

The discrete optimization problem (4) is difficult, mainly because the performance gain when adding a
sensor is highly dependent on which sensors that have already been considered, i.e., the gain of using a sensor
is dependent on all other sensors used. This further means that local approaches, such as greedy searches, will
not find the optimum. To illustrate the difficulties, convert the discrete optimization problem into a continuous
problem through relaxation by introducing λi ∈ [0, 1] where λi equal to 1 means full usage of sensor yi and 0
that the sensor is not used. A typical plot, obtained from the same flow example as discussed above, showing
the cost as a function of λi is shown in Figure 6-b. From the figure it is clear that the problem has local
maxima and, for example, a gradient based optimization approach will not necessarily converge to the optimal
solution. this is a typical situation and the objective of the research is how to avoid the exhaustive search with
its corresponding exponential complexity.

This part of the research proposal then concerns further understanding of the connection between diagnostic
performance and sensor locations. In particular, study of how much performance is gained by adding a sensor
yk to an already used sensor set S, i.e.,

DS∪{yk}i,j −DSi,j (5)

This quantity is the key to efficient optimal sensor placement. It will be difficult, for the reasons outlined
above, to find an explicit expression of (5), but a non-conservative underestimation is sufficient since then AI
search approaches, like A∗, or other more advanced search methods, can be used to efficiently find the global
optimum.

1.3 Survey of the field

Model based diagnosis (MBD) is a maturing field and there are many books available, a book that is often used
as a key general reference in the field from a control oriented perspective is [6]. Assessing diagnosability of
models directly, without considering a particular design, is a novel area and the main reference here is our
previous work [10] which covers static systems and dynamic systems on a time window with Gaussian noise
uncertainty descriptions. A number of smaller applications and investigations using the basic results have also
been published as conference papers.
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The basic detection problem is a mature subject and there are many well established papers and books.
Good examples are [15], which treats general detection problems, and [4] from a perspective closer to fault
diagnosis. Both works set thresholds on an individual test basis by exploring receiver operating curves and
probability for false alarms. This body of work is therefore an excellent resource for fault detection but there is
no treatment of the overall fault isolation problem.

A key to study the overall performance of fault isolation is to exploit the theoretical foundations for fault
isolability that originates from the the AI community where key works are [19, 8]. The AI works uses logic
based frameworks and connecting the logic foundations to more control oriented approaches is an active
research topic, and is also a key step in this project for analyzing the effects on diagnosis performance by
model uncertainty and measurement noise. The work [21] is a recent work that summarizes this connection but
again does not treat the model uncertainty and its effects on fault isolation. By introducing overall performance
specification, it is possible to simultaneously select thresholds for all test, or possibly the parameters in more
advanced approaches such as [20]. Residual generation for DAE models appear naturally in the context of fault
isolation. Observers for differential-algebraic models has been studied, for example in the works [5, 17, 23],
and also in our own work [3]. These works will be important in the study of observer based residual generators
for fault isolation in this project.

Placement of sensors directly relates to the core properties of fault isolation. In published works, fault
isolation requirements are binary in the sense that either faults can be isolated or not. Important works in fault
isolation are [18], [7], and [22]. The problem was given a more formal treatment, with corresponding efficient
methods, for structural models in our work [16] or [13]. The theory was then extended to differential-algebraic
models in [14]. All these previous works only treated binary isolation requirements, and a first work to quantify
isolation performance in sensor placement is [11] which built on the results in [10].

1.4 Significance

Significance of the research project is outlined in both the project description and in the research field survey.
A main original research direction is the idea of model based fault isolation performance evaluation directly on
the model equations and/or measured data, not on a particular diagnosis algorithm implementation. In addition,
the focus on fault isolation, quantitative performance and the effects on diagnostic algorithm design is novel.
To achieve this it is important that algorithms can be evaluated in the same framework as models.

A main contribution of a successful project would be to increase the set of classes of problems/models
where it is possible to do model analysis, placement of sensors, and automatic tuning of algorithm parameters
such as observer feedback gains and detection thresholds. This is industrially important since, for example in
the automotive industry, embedded control systems run hundreds of detection tests. And since optimal overall
performance is not obtained by setting each threshold individually, automatic tuning methods has the potential
to save significant engineering time and calibration efforts.

1.5 Preliminary results

References and descriptions of preliminary results, both published and non-published, are described in the
project description section.
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